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President’s Letter
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ROSHAN PATEL (AMBHETI)  (678) 350-8879
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SITAL B. PATEL (CHIKHLI)  (937) 367-3092
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LINA PATEL (CHIKHLI)  (513) 257-6700
Member Relations Officer
SAWAN H. PATEL (BAJIPURA)  (281) 935-6200
Member Relations Officer
GIRISH PATEL (AFVA) (210) 834-2586
Gaam Ambassador Relations
MUKESH Z. PATEL (BABEN)  (662) 401-7393
Gaam Ambassador Relations
SANJAY PATEL (JAMANIA) (229) 378-7212
Vendor Relations 
ANIL R. PATEL (TUNDI)   (251)593-1233
Vendor Relations
VIKAS DESAI (DIGAS) (979) 257-9625
IT Officer Website
JAYESH LALLU (AMBHETI)  (870) 250-1718
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HEMAL PATEL (TIMBA) (202) 246-9422
Youth Officer – West 
SAAJAN PATEL (PUNA) (832) 277-1750
Youth Officer – East 
BHAVESH PATEL (DUNGAR)  (513) 349-3913
Youth Executive Director
NEAL PATEL (SAMPURA) (979) 540-7600
Youth Executive Director
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Women’s West Officer
PRITI PATEL (TIMBA)  (661) 717-1746
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Jai Shri Krishna,
It has been a great honor and privilege to serve as your president for the LPS of USA, and 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you for providing the community where 
I and many others have found a place to belong, grow and preserve our heritage and culture.

During my tenure, the LPS of USA leadership and board have taken some initiatives and 
made it a priority to bring awareness during our town halls and major events. One of the key 
initiatives I have taken to heart is bringing awareness in minimizing “The Cost of the Indian 
Wedding.”  Marriages may be made in heaven, but they have to be paid for right here on 
earth. Suits, saris, jewelry, gifts, decorations, sweets, food etc. are the quickest way to spend 
a lot of money. We must consider that these lavish huge weddings with expensive gifts and 
long three- to four-day ceremonies are more of a stress and burden on both sides of the fam-
ily, both financially and mentally.  

Instead, we should consider helping our children by saving on the high cost of the wed-
ding so they can start their next chapter in life with the money saved. Some of the sugges-
tions to consider are maybe cutting down the guest lists, minimizing the number of cer-
emony days, having guests pay for their own rooms, providing no gifts, and overall not be 
pressured and burdened by society as an obligation to have an expensive wedding when in 
reality it is not necessary or can be afforded.

Furthermore, this year, along with our board, we have had a great year working on many 
successful events such as the Senior Cruise, Women’s Punta Cana Retreat, Youth Summit 
and many town hall meetings across the country where we were able to make many new life-
time members and, most importantly, were able to secure a great sponsorship from Cyber-
web with a commitment to help for five years because they saw the value and the goodness 
that LPS of USA was bringing to the community during the town halls.

Last but not least, we cordially invite everyone to attend our exciting LPS of USA Annual 
Convention in Little Rock, Arkansas, on July 27 and 28 at the Statehouse Convention Center. 
The Little Rock Marriott is the host hotel. The local communities in Arkansas are working 
hard to make this an incredible event with an array of excellent activities from entertain-
ment, general session programs, youth, women and senior citizen sessions and, most imper-
ative, a great and tasty food menu. 

Moreover, this year we will have the youth and adults together at the same venue for the 
Gala night. This is the reason we have these conventions – to bring the youth and adults to-
gether to celebrate our heritage and culture. This is our mission to bridge the generation gap. 

Please visit www.lpsofusa.com to register for the convention. After registration, you will 
receive a link to book your reservation at the Little Rock Marriott at the special LPS group 
rate.

We all are proud to volunteer our time and efforts to help for the betterment of our as-
sociation.
Come Join Us.

“Let’s celebrate together toward a better tomorrow.”
Deepak Patel (Gaam –Kantali)
President 
LPS of USA 2017-2018
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Area Representatives

BOD  NAME GAAM EMAIL ADDRESS PHONE CITY ST
ANIL R. PATEL TUNDI anilp617@yahoo.com (251) 593-1233 Monroeville AL
PRAKASHKUMAR R. PATEL RUVA patrick1patel@hotmail.com (251) 367-5923 Daphne AL
JAYESH LALLU AMBHETI jlallu@yahoo.com (870) 250-1718 Cabot AR 
ASHIK DESAI KHARVASA ashikdesai@hotmail.com (501) 288-5663 Pine Bluff AR 
BHARAT K. PATEL BILIMORA bharatpatel723@yahoo.com (562) 235-9477 Long Beach CA
ASHISH P. PATEL AFVA ashishrp@yahoo.com (562) 865-1961 Cerritos CA
KAMAL HIRA DUNGAR kamalh17@yahoo.com (323) 770-3539 Los Angeles CA
ASHISH P. PATEL SAMPURA ashishpatel21192@gmail.com (760) 562-1107 Riverside CA
AMIT KESAV AFVA patela1976@aol.com (661) 900-4447 Buttonwillow CA
DIPAK PATEL MOTA dpatel8460@aol.com (323) 868-8199 Yorba Linda CA
RAJU CHHAGAN PATEL BAJIPURA patelroger@aol.com (650) 692-8780 Millbrae CA
MAHESH D. PATEL PUNA mbmike101@gmail.com (510) 504-8800 Oakland CA
BHAVIN aka DHARMESH PATEL ISROLI divkrupa@aol.com (408) 718-6937 Salinas CA
SURESH ‘SP’ PATEL TIMBA sppatel@mail.com (831) 320-0286 Santa Cruz CA
MITESH JIVAN AFVA mnjivan@gmail.com (707) 972-1754 Ukiah CA
SHAILESH PATEL   KANTALI kantali1@aol.com (209) 483-6719 Stockton CA
ASHOK PATEL PATHRON andypathron@yahoo.com (510) 428-0475 Oakland CA
HITESH PATEL GODADHA phitesh0529@yahoo.com (760) 715-5186 Sacramento CA
DIPESH PATEL PARDI PATA dkp.fla@gmail.com (941) 456-2888 Punta Gorda FL
SITAL BALUBHAI PATEL CHIKHLI eshan02@yahoo.com (937) 367-3092 Tampa FL
MOHIT PATEL GOJI mopatel16@hotmail.com (863) 301-0321 Clewiston FL
AVENISH ‘ALEX’ PATEL VIHAN alexmpatel2@aol.com (502) 314 -4543 Jacksonville FL
CHIRAG PATEL DIGAS craigpatel@yahoo.com 941-713-9651 Ellenton FL
RAHUL PATEL KUMBHARIA rahul9889@hotmail.com (941) 737-0630 Bradenton FL
DEEPAK PATEL  KANTALI royalinn@gmail.com (912) 655-8842 Rincon GA
NALIN PATEL AFVA nalinpatel53@hotmail.com (912) 228-3277 Rincon GA
SANJAY PATEL   JAMANIA sanjaycairo@yahoo.com (229) 378-7212 Cairo GA
KAPIL PATEL AMADHARA kpatel1003@aol.com (770) 474-9232 McDonough GA
ROSHAN PATEL AMBHETI roshanpatel1980@gmail.com (678) 350-8879 Covington GA
ANIL K. PATEL KOTHAMDI anil@lotushg.com (770) 881-0163 Rome GA
NITESH YOGESH PATEL NAVSARI mrnick28@gmail.com (260) 223-5175 Fort Wayne IN
HIREN PATEL ASTA hiru2u@hotmail.com (334) 467-8014 Lexington KY
HARIKRISHNA PATEL SAROLI Harikrishna.patel.1@outlook.com (937) 524-6951 Florence KY
BHUPENDRA PATEL PUNA bhupen712@yahoo.com (337) 303-2057 Scott LA
NANUBHAI PATEL PUNA bridgeviewmotel@hotmail.com (504) 352-3154 Westwego LA
ASHOKBHAI DESAI DIGAS Andydesai91@gmail.com (318) 680-4021 Arcadia LA
DEVENDRA PATEL BAJIPURA devbajipura@aol.com (601) 456-6485 Vicksburg MS
MUKESH Z. PATEL BABEN mzpatel68@gmail.com (662) 401-7393 Tupelo MS
MUKESH L. PATEL GORDHA Mlpatel64@gmail.com (601) 421-2611 Jackson MS
MITUL V. PATEL BABEN mitul4u59@yahoo.com (662) 352-1042 Columbus MS
JAY ‘JIMMY’ PATEL NOGAMA jpatel0730@yahoo.com (704) 224-3625 Advance NC
DIPAK PATEL PUNA dipak5599@yahoo.com (919) 478-4759 Sanford NC
LINA PATEL CHIKHLI linapatel@fuse.net (513)2576700 Cincinnati OH
BHAVESH PATEL DUNGAR Bhavesh4462@yahoo.com (513) 349-3913 Cincinnati OH
PIYUSH PATEL BAGUMARA tushiwood86@yahoo.com (918) 521-1973 Tulsa OK
HITESH PATEL   BAJIPURA hiteshp1974@gmail.com (580) 618-6500 Sulphur OK
NIKHIL B. PATEL KUCHED premierhospitality@yahoo.com (503) 559-9509 Wilsonville OR
MAHESH PATEL AFVA prabhuta12@gmail.com (803) 571-0295 Barnwell SC
RAMESH B. PATEL DASTAN keval65@yahoo.com (615) 859-3888 Goodlesttsville TN
VINOD PATEL TIGHRA (NAVSARI) vincepatel67@gmail.com (615) 446-1923 Dickson TN
BAKUL LALA SEVNI virallala@yahoo.com (931) 924-2900 Monteagle TN
JITU PATEL CHIKHLI jay14311@yahoo.com (615) 491-2070 Nashville TN
HEETESH PATEL AMBHETI heeteshpatel@gmail.com (615) 403-6716 Knoxville TN
MINESH PATEL KOTHAMDI mikebhikha@gmail.com (901) 240-1782 Memphis TN
DHARMENDRA R. PATEL SHAMALFALIA drrr412@gmail.com (931) 309-9491 Goodlettsville TN
HEMAL M. PATEL SEVNI archuhemal@gmail.com (615) 767-0479 Lebanon TN
MAHENDRA PATEL   RUVA mikowaves@aol.com (956) 572-6101 S Padre Island TX
DILIP PATEL MOTA dilip5000@gmail.com (936) 689-0056 Houston TX
VIKAS DESAI   DIGAS desaivic@yahoo.com (979) 257-9625 Sugarland TX
RAJAN PATEL   VALSAD ronniepatel1@yahoo.com (214) 493-8144 Irving TX
JAGDISH S. PATEL SURAT Patel2314@yahoo.com (214) 505-0330 Irving TX
KIRAN JARIWALA SURAT dfwmq@aol.com (214) 566-1510 Arlington TX
SANJAY R. KUMAR  BHAMAIYA bhamiya@yahoo.com (214) 923-3448 Dallas TX
HASU V PATEL   KHARVASA hasuchacha@yahoo.co.in (817) 917-0865 Irving TX
ASHISH G. PATEL KHAPARIA Patelag5@yahoo.com (815) 715-7167 Houston TX
SAAJAN PATEL PUNA saajan192@gmail.com (832) 277-1750 Houston TX
NARESH PATEL ASTA nareshhill@yahoo.com (214) 228-1710 Irving TX
MILAN PATEL RANI-RAJPARA milan.patel93@yahoo.com (832) 451-8419 San Antonio, TX  TX
SAAWAN H. PATEL BAJIPURA Sawanpatel.tx@gmail.com (281) 935-6200 Houston TX
TEJAL N. PATEL PUNA tejalpatel709@gmail.com (832) 722.3927 League City (Houston area) TX
NAVNIT PATEL KANTALI nickpatel1971@gmail.com (209) 483-6770 San Antonio TX
GIRISH DHANJI PATEL BAGUMARA patelg1970@gmail.com (210) 410-7061 Bastrop TX
GIRISH PATEL AFVA patelgirish74@gmail.com (210) 834-2586 San Antonio TX
NAYANA PATEL SOYANI nancypatel1015@gmail.com (404) 886-9179 Corpus Christi TX
AJAY PATEL RUVA apatel24@aol.com (210) 865-8266 San Antonio TX
HEMAL PATEL TIMBA kirtidev05@gmail.com (202) 246-9422 Fairfax VA
NEAL PATEL SAMPURA nealpatel333@gmail.com (979) 540-7600 Round Rock TX
RESHMA PATEL KHARVASA reshma164@aol.com (615) 818-5869 Brentwood, TN TN
SANJAY PATEL   KHARVASA sanjay9006@yahoo.com (615) 504-9006 Nashville TN
PRITI PATEL TIMBA bofine2L@yahoo.com (661) 717-1746 Bakersfield CA
STORMY PATEL DHAMDOD-LUMBHA stormypatel@yahoo.com (662) 416-2122 Charlotte NC
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Letter from Editor

Jai Sia Ram,

Dear Valued Members,

Welcome to the 2018 Spring issue of Leuva Connection!  Team LC is excited to bring you this issue with coverage of com-
munities and members of Leuva Patidar Samaj of USA!  

Please take some time to get to know the layout of our magazine. You will notice five main areas of coverage:  
  
4 Senior Citizen Cruise from Tampa
4 Women’s retreat in Punta Cana
4 Leadership Article by Jimmy Patel
4 Annual Convention Details 
4 Excellent article written by Makanji
  
We look forward to your feedback on this issue as well as suggestions for next issue that will be delivered to you. Email us! 

We thank those who shared their stories and “Team Leuva Connection” for their hard work and dedication on this issue.

Respectfully,      
Lina Patel (Chikhli)   Sital Patel (Chikhli)   Mitul Patel (Baben)
Cincinnati, OH   Tampa Florida    Columbus, MS
Editorial Officer   Revenue Officer    Distribution Officer
513-257-6700    937-367-3092    662-352-1042
linapatel@fuse.net    eshan02@yahoo.com    mitul4u59@yahoo.com 
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Past Presidents

LPS of USA Honors Its 
Past Presidents

SHANKARBHAI 
PATEL 
1989-1996
Lebanon, Tennessee
Gaam: Sevani

SANJAY 
PATEL
2016-2017
Nashville, Tennessee 
Gaam: Kharvasa

HARSHAD 
PATEL
2015-2016
Cerritos, California
Gaam: Saroli

SUNIL 
PATEL 
2014-2015
Brentwood, Tennessee
Gaam: Kharvasa

SAMIR 
PATEL 
2013-2014
Houston, Texas 
Gaam: Dhaman

KIRIT 
PATIDAR 
2012-2013
Jacksonville, Florida
Gaam: Afva

HASU D 
PATEL 
2011-2012
Houston, Texas 
Gaam: Bajipura

BHARAT “BOBBY” 
PATEL 
2010-2011
Oakland, California
Gaam: Pathron

MUKESH JAIRAM 
MOWJI 
2009-2010
San Jose, California
Gaam: Umrakh

DHAYABHAI V. 
PATEL 
2008-2009
Franklin, Tennessee
Gaam: Ambheti

Late BHAGUBHAI 
“BN” PATEL 
2006-2008
Gaam: Saroli

DANSUKH “DAN” 
PATEL 
2004-2006
Franklin, Tennessee
Gaam: Kharvasa

RAMANBHAI V. 
PATEL 
2002-2004
Irving, Texas
Gaam: Ambheti

NATUBHAI 
PATEL 
2000-2002
Gaam: Khoj-Pardi

CHANDRAKANT 
M. PATEL 
1998-2000
Antioch, Tennessee
Gaam: Karachka

BHAGUBHAI N. 
PATEL 
1996-1998
Gaam: Moti Falod









Boys at SumitraBa School Anaval, Gujarat, share a meal.
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Women’s Retreat to Punta Cana a 
‘Complete Success’

THE WOMEN’S Retreat held in 
Punta Cana from May 3 through 
6 was a complete success. We had 

approximately 40 attendees and each 
one had a memorable experience. Upon 
organizing the event, we queried all the 
women on their likes and dislikes and 
took into consideration their interests 
by sending out a questionnaire to each 
attendee. Once that data was collected, 
we incorporated it into the schedule.

To many of us, the anticipation was 
exciting. Imagining sunny skies, sandy 
beaches, palm trees and exotic drinks, 
were things we thought about. I knew 
everyone was nervous meeting new 
people and getting to know them. I was 
nervous myself.

Once we arrived, on Thursday evening, 
we started with a cocktail hour to mix and 
mingle. This was a great way for everyone 
to introduce themselves to one another and 
talk about Leuva issues close to our hearts. 
To my surprise, everyone participated in 
discussions and really embraced the idea 
to get to know one another. We gave away 
a free night’s hotel stay as one of the raffle 
prizes. Congrats to Mittal Raja for winning 
that drawing! We also gave away several 
other raffles such as credits for room stays, 
but the event was mainly for the purpose of 
providing an ice breaker for everyone to en-
joy each other’s company and create a pos-
itive environment to motivate each other. 
Later that evening we attended an elegant 
dinner at an Italian restaurant as everyone 
continued to “hang out” and bond. We also 
discussed the agenda for the remainder 
of the stay and received great input. The 
evening ended with everyone more at ease 
and comfortable with each other.

The following Friday morning, as we 
continued on with the retreat and as estab-
lished the night before, we enjoyed break-
fast and prepared ourselves to go on a quest 
with our first excursion. It started by us 
jumping aboard a mega truck and starting 
with a safari tour. This tour let everyone 
experience the real Dominican Republic 
up close by traveling through back country 
roads and farmers’ fields. Everyone got a 

chance to see Dominican life up close and 
sample exotic fruits, coffee, chocolates and 
sugar canes. We were taken through the 
fruit market and had the opportunity to 
purchase items. We visited a home of a local 
farmer and learned how produce was grown 
as well as organic cinnamon and chocolate. 
We even saw crafts such as locals carving 
figurines out of trees! Next, we enjoyed a 
hike up the fields and saw how tobacco was 
grown. We learned how cigars were rolled 
and made, and even had a chance to make 
them ourselves. It was a great learning ex-
perience. Later in the day, we headed back 
to the hotel where everyone was able to 
relax and have some rest, just enjoying the 
beach, pool and spa. Many decided to dis-
perse and enjoy dinner of their choice at 
several of the restaurants in the all-inclu-
sive hotel resort.  

The next event on our to-do list was 
Coco Bongo. Coco Bongo combines the 
best of Cirque du Soleil theater, music and 
disco all into one amazing performance. 
There were trapeze artists, gymnasts and 
other performers that wowed the audience 
with their performances for an enchanted 
evening.  As the show unfolded before our 
eyes, we were also given the opportunity 
to join in on the fun. The fun continued 
throughout the evening and everyone had 
an amazing time before going back to the 
hotel.  

Many decided to sleep in Saturday 
morning and relax after a late night. That 
morning, we lounged around the hotel 

and enjoyed some of its other all-inclusive 
shows and food. The beaches were beauti-
ful with clear waters, a perfect time to snap 
some pictures at the pool and beach. After 
lunch, we decided to do some shopping in 
town. We were shown pure Dominican 
hospitality and were always greeted with 
a smile with our personal shopping tour 
guide. 

Before attending dinner, we again met 
up, for some bonding time. We discussed 
Leuva issues, women’s issues, as well as 
health and beauty. Nancy Patel showed 
everyone some fancy exercise tricks, and 
Stormy Patel demonstrated skincare se-
crets.  We addressed health and beauty as 
well as ways we can all better ourselves 
physically, mentally and spiritually. We 
raffled off some more prizes and made sure 
everyone walked away with some goodies. 
It was a great experience and everyone felt 
closer and united. That evening, we enjoyed 
a custom meal prepared by experienced 
chefs at a well-known Chinese restaurant 
that catered to everyone’s needs. We en-
joyed new foods and delicious desserts with 
everyone just enjoying each other’s compa-
ny and taking lots and lots of pictures with 
each other. The disco ball was waiting for 
our arrival that evening. We danced the 
night away as it was our last night together. 
Most had early flights the next morning, so 
we made the most of the time we had left 
together.

Sunday morning came too quickly. 
It was sad saying goodbye to everyone, 

After discussing Leuva women issues and getting to know one another, retreat attendees put on their matching 
T-shirts for this group photo.

Women’s Retreat
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Women’s Retreat

as many of us started this adventure as 
strangers but left as family. We asked every-
one what their favorite part of the retreat 
was and unanimously everyone said “Coco 
Bongo.”  It is definitely a must see if ever in 
Punta Cana.

We would like to thank our sponsors 
who made this trip adventurous for every-
one. Thank you, Vickie Lam with Red Roof 
for your sponsorship and for attending the 
retreat with all of us. We all had an amazing 
time with you. Thank you, Fortis Payment 
Systems for your sponsorship and contri-
bution to the Women’s retreat.  Thank you, 
Stormy Patel with Rodin + Fields for the 
sponsorship of the T-shirts worn on Satur-
day.  Without our sponsors, these events 
would not have taken place. 

We would also like to extend a very 
special thanks to Sandy Patel with Cruise 
Planners who helped book and organize the 
hotel accommodations and events. 

Everyone on the women’s commit-
tee would like to thank all of the amazing 
women who came on this memorable trip.   
Together we really did make a new family, 
bonded and had a great time.  Until next 
time …. 

Jai Shree Krishna.

Stormy Patel
Women’s East Officer

The women toured local produce and tobacco farms to learn more about the Dominican way of life. 

A mega truck carted the women throughout local communities in Punta Cana. 

Retreat Reviews
“Really enjoyed the time spent with all 

and making new friends.” 
- Geeta Patel

“Had a blast and 
hope to see you all soon. 

Thank you for your love and friendship.” 
- Hansini Jogee

“Leaving with best memories and 
lots of new friends.”  

- Daksha Patel
“This was my second LPS women’s 

retreat and I thoroughly enjoyed every 
moment of it with ALL of you. Let’s 
all keep it going and try to make a 

positive difference for all women in our 
community.”  - Indra Dayaram

“Will never forget this trip. Ever!”
- Vaishali Patel
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Advice

What it takes to lead a non-profit organization
TH E R E 

are many 
d i f f e r e n t 

types of leaders 
and their styles 
help character-
ize their lead-
ership abilities. 
There are auto-
cratic leaders, 

democratic leaders, strategic leaders, vi-
sionary leaders, and servant leaders, just to 
name a few. When it comes to leadership 
style, there is no one-size-fits-all for every 
business or every company or every associ-
ation. So, who’s the best type of leader to 
lead our organization? What types of lead-
ership skills should that leader possess? 
There are no simple answers. However, let 
me share my thoughts based on my expe-
riences.

Leadership is the act of leading a group 
of people or leading an organization. Only 
certain types of leadership styles work to 
help advance the goals of a non-profit group 
or organization. I had the opportunity to 
lead AAHOA when I was elected as secre-
tary in 2012 and then served as chairman in 
2015. During the three years leading up to 
my chairmanship year, while working with 
my fellow AAHOA officers, I had the oppor-
tunity to experience democratic leadership 
and autocratic leadership.  

Democratic leadership is also referred 
to as participative leadership, and it refers 
to leaders who ask for input from team 
members before making a decision. When 
a leader implements these types of leader-
ship abilities other members of the group 
tend to be more helpful and participatory. 
The result is more creativity and a better 
environment. Leaders who decide to utilize 
this style of leadership tend to yield great-
er results for any organization. This style 
also helped AAHOA move forward as the 
entire team felt that it was important and 
involved with the decision-making process.

Autocratic leadership involves utilizing 
significant control and leading with an iron 
fist. This style results in less creativity, less 
collaboration and significantly less morale 
among board members. Autocratic leaders 
are more commonly associated with mili-
tary organizations. This style, while effec-
tive in certain organizations, is not ideal for 
leading a non-profit board.

In 2015 in Long Beach, when I gave my 

opening speech as the new AAHOA chair-
man, I ensured all AAHOA members I would 
work to unify the membership and unify the 
board. Although we all had diverse opinions 
and differing thoughts, we all had the same 
goals for the organization. We wanted the 
membership to unite and for AAHOA to be-
come the powerhouse hotel-owners organi-
zation it was intended to be. 

My leadership style was a style that in-
volved a mix of servant leadership along with 
some democratic leadership. A servant lead-
er prefers to share power with the team and 
encourages collective decision making. This 
style is also referred to as altruistic leadership 
and results in improved diversity and helps 
boost the morale of a team. 

In our non-profit organization, we had 
a diverse group of individuals elected by the 
membership. If you respected each person’s 
opinions and valued their input, the result 
would be that you earned their respect. I also 
knew, regardless of my own personal goals, 
the collective opinion of the team would be 
the best way forward. If you aspire to be a 
leader of an organization, then it is of utmost 
importance that you understand this fact and 
realize that everyone, including the leader, 
must work as a team.  

During my term, I remember having 
a conversation with one of the women on 
AAHOA’s board of directors. Her comments 
reinforced the fact that the style of leader-
ship I had implemented was effective for 
growing our organization. She mentioned 
that despite serving on the board for more 
than four years this was the first time she 
felt she had a voice. Servant leadership al-
lows a team to unite and work toward a 
common goal. Unity encourages greater 
participation and involvement from the 
entire organization. At AAHOA, unifica-

tion led to more ambas-
sadors becoming actively 
involved.  

Greater involvement 
of the ambassadors re-
sulted in increased partic-
ipation by their colleagues 
and their friends. Essen-
tially, just by showing 
respect and valuing each 
board member’s opinions, 
servant leadership and the 
subsequent unity created 
a snowball effect that re-
sulted in a year that was 
the most financially suc-

cessful year in AAHOA history 
One other style of leading the board 

was a skill a previous chairman had shared 
with me. Leading the board from the front 
of the board allowed me to reduce cross talk 
and keep control of the flow of discussion. 
Leading from the front also means demon-
strating the skills to lead by example. Dur-
ing my tenure, I tried not to talk down to 
members of my team. I considered myself 
to be on the same level as they were. The 
only real difference between members and 
myself was the fact that the membership 
had entrusted me with the title of chair-
man for one year.  

A true leader must realize the needs of 
the organization. A leader must also realize 
who is on the team and what’s important to 
members. It is significantly important that 
leaders work in collaboration with their 
board. They must respect board members 
along with respecting each individual’s 
opinion regardless of who they are, where 
they come from or even their gender. Al-
though we as individual leaders may have 
an opinion of how things should move for-
ward, the will of the board and the team is 
the most significant opinion and the only 
one that truly counts. 

For the youth that hopefully read this, 
I hope some of you feel it is important for 
you to give back to the community. If you 
do have the opportunity to lead, then I 
hope this helps you realize that inclusivity 
of everyone and respect for each other will 
help you become one of the most successful 
leaders of your organization. 

Jay “Jimmy” Patel
Treasurer 
Gaam: Nogama
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HOUSTON TOWN HALL

Houston Town Hall

LPS of USA held a town hall in April in Houston, Texas. More than 150 members and friends of the samaj 
attended the event in support of LPS and the LPS Foundation.
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Charities

Samaj Saves Lives Needs Your Local Support

Bavaji Charities nears fundraising goal

Tiny Smiling Faces helps 65 schools

LAUNCHED last year, Samaj Saves Lives has 
worked closely with LPS to already register 
more than 1,500 new organ donors.  The com-
munity has understood the power of direct 
donation and the tremendous opportunity 
to help others…but we need your support to 
make more progress.

Samaj Saves Lives needs to hear about 
members who are at their last stages in the 
hospital. We want to support their families 
and provide any assistance they wish. No 
family should ever feel alone or pressured to 
give. As such, we need your help to ask them 
if they wish to donate and, if so, to simply 
reach out to us for assistance. We can coordi-
nate all the details with the hospital to best 

honor their wishes, without adding any more 
stress or burden to the family.

Please “ask,” on behalf of the Samaj, if the 
family wants to give.  That’s it. If they say yes, 
just call us and we can coordinate the rest. If 
they say no, we will always honor and respect 

their choice.  
We also request 

your help identify-
ing and honoring the 
members who decide 
to give. Please help us 

highlight their courageous and selfless decision 
to share. With the family’s permission, we want 
to honor their act by sharing their story on Face-
book and elsewhere in the community. The fu-
neral organizers should surely mention their kind 
act during the ceremony as their entire family will 
be proud of their loved one’s choices.
• We are prepared to help any families in need. 
Please contact us anytime at 888-582-2270 or at 
www.Samaj.Life.

Tiny Smiling Faces supports 65 schools, of 
which 50+ schools are in the Navsari and Bar-
doli districts. Our goal is to be actively support-
ing 100 schools near Navsari and Bardoli. We 
would like to not add any more schools once 
we reach 100 schools; instead, we intend to put 
all of our energy and focus into helping these 
100 schools in becoming the best of the best.

When we first add your school, our foun-
dation will contribute $1,000, as matching 
funds, to your school. We present our foun-
dation work at many events, helping to raise 
funds and provide financial assistance to all 
schools. Our foundation will also fund 25 
percent of the cost of all improvements. 

We receive financial assistance from many 
corporations in U.S. and many families. We have 
plenty of funds to add more schools. Our founda-
tion now has very dedicated seven volunteers in 
India who will help with all that needs to be done.

If your village is not part of our group, we 
hope you take the initiative and take the neces-
sary steps to add your school. Help raise funds for 
your school and take part in the ultimate act of 
kindness, helping underprivileged kids. Many of 
us in the U.S. are fortunate to be able to enjoy a 
wonderful life, possibly because our parents or 
grandparents had the opportunity to get the ed-
ucation they needed at these village schools. Let 
us do what is necessary so underprivileged kids 
of our villages have the same opportunity.  

Our foundation is 501-C-3 foundation. We 
have zero administrative fees. All administra-
tive expenses are paid by the founder’s family, 
and 100 percent of money donated for each 
school is sent to India, directly to that school’s 
bank account. You, alongside other NRI and 
local residents, will manage the bank account 
and decide how to best spend the money to 
help the kids at your school.  

We offer the most transparent way to do-
nate and help underprivileged kids of village 
schools. Let us all do a small act of kindness 
and help our village schools and help these 
kids. Please indicate with your check which 
school you would like to support and we will 
send 100 percent of your contributions to 
the school you choose.  To add your school, 
email Tinysmilingfaces@gmail.com.  Tiny 
Smiling Faces address is 223 Oak Hill Road, 
Horseheads, NY 14845.

Bavaji Charities Inc. this year has raised 
$220,000! The non-profit organization focus-
es on community service in education, health 
and natural-disaster work. Its fundraising goal 
is $250,000. 

The organization in 2017 opened a newly 
built Jai Ambe Hospital in the village of Chap-
arda in Visavadar Tehsil of Junagadh district in 
Gujarat, India. 

The hospital has 180 beds and provides 
free health care to needy people living with-
in 400 kilometers or about 250 miles of the 
facility. Types of health care provided include 
general medicine, general surgery, pediatric 
services, emergency services, ophthalmol-
ogy, gynecology, orthopedic and special 

treatments. 
Vipin Bavaji is founder of Bavaji Charities. 

He had volunteered on the boards of directors 
of LPS of USA for 14 years and with AAHOA for 
nine years. He ended those tenures, he said, to 

focus on charity work in India. 
• To donate or learn more about Bajavi Charities 
visit www.bavajicharities.org or 
call 601-807-4819.
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Leuva Youth

Leuva Patidar Samaj Foundation
Ami Ishver
Ami’s fam-
ily is from 
U m r a k h . 
She is from 
P e n s a c o -
la, Florida, 
and at-
tends the 
University 
of West Florida, majoring in bi-
ology. Her career goal is to be-
come a pharmacist.

Riken Nathu
Riken’s fam-
ily is from 
Baben. He is 
from Round 
Rock, Texas, 
and attends 
the Universi-
ty of Florida, 
majoring in 
n e u r o b i o -
logical sciences. He plans on at-
tending medical school and be-
come a physician. As a physician, 
he intends to serve the under-
served communities in health 
care and play an active role in 
health care policy. His goal is to 
give back to those who have al-
lowed him to pursue his aspira-
tions. 

Alysha Patel
Alysha’s family 
is from Dha-
man. She is 
from Round 
Rock, Texas, 
and attends 
the Universi-
ty of Texas at 
San Antonio, 
majoring in mi-
crobiology and 
immunology with the goal to 
become a pharmacist.

Raj Bhula
Raj’s family is from Gatlinburg, 
Tennessee. He is majoring in fi-
nance at the University of Ten-
nessee. His career goal is to be-
come an investment banker.

Jenny Patel
Jenny’s family is from Palan. She 
is from Knoxville, Tennessee, and 
attends the University of Tennes-
see, pursuing a doctorate bio-
medical engineering, research-
ing drug delivery systems for 
pediatric oncology.

Raveena Bhula
R aveena’s 
family is 
from Gat-
l i n b u r g , 
Tennessee. 
She at-
tended the 
University 
of Tennessee, majoring in kine-
siology, and is pursuing a sec-
ond degree in nursing at South 
College. Her career goal is to be-
come a nurse.

THE LEUVA 
Patidar Samaj 
Foundation, 
founded in 
2000, has 
p r o v i d e d 
scholarships 
to many 
Leuva youth 
throughout 
the years. These scholarships have had 
major impact on the lives of our youth 
as many of our award winners have 
been able to use this opportunity to 
become very successful in their careers. 

The Leuva Patidar Samaj Founda-
tion, in conjunction with The Jaydev 
& Purnima Patel Family Foundation, is 
glad to accept their generous donation 
which will increase our annual scholar-
ship awards up to $90,000.

The top 3 award recipients will re-
ceive a $10,000 scholarship each! 

We highly encourage our Leuva 
community to spread the word and 
to find those who could be in need of 
these financial resources. Each college 
student must fill out and submit the 
application by June 15, 2018. The LPS 
Foundation application form can be 
downloaded from www.lpsofusa.com 
or access via this link:

http://www.lpsofusa.com/Doc-
uments/LPS_Scholarship_Applica-
tion_2017_e.pdf

If you or anyone you know may be 
a good candidate for this scholarship 
please encourage them to submit an 
application.

We will do whatever we can in our 
power to help empower any and all 
qualified Leuva Youth. Please consid-
er donating to the scholarship fund to 
help more of our youth achieve their 
dreams!

Highlighted below are a few of our 
outstanding scholarship award winners.

Scholarship Application 

Deadline June 15, 2018
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Senior Citizens

Seniors enjoying their time together on the cruise with a 
Spiritual and Bhajan session along with afternoon tea.

Organizers of the senior citizen cruise made sure to celebrate birthdays while on board.

Cruisers got in some yoga stretches in the mornings.

Senior cruisers also got a happy workout by dancing to traditional tunes.

Members of the group walked off their sea legs on the island.

Pravin Patel graciously dedicated his time and sang for 
the seniors throughout the cruise.

Seniors of GCA Nashville, Tennessee.
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Senior Citizens

Senior citizen cruise makes happy memories

Part of the celebration included several participants winning iPads.

Nearly 200 members of LPS of USA took 
part in April’s Senior Citizen Cruise aboard 
a Carnival cruise ship. So pleased were par-
ticipants, they hope LPS of USA will plan 
another cruise.

Here are some comments by LPS of USA 
members who volunteered to serve the 
cruising senior citizens during the five-day 
event that originated and ended in Tampa, 
Florida.

“A heartfelt thank you to our senior vol-
unteer team and our seniors for making a 
very memorable event for us and for them. 
We are blessed to have the opportunity to 
serve our elders who have given us so much 

in life. We have connected many friends and 
family that meet after 40-plus years.”  San-
jay Patel, Dallas, Texas Gaam: Bhamiya

 “The volunteers tirelessly worked day 
and night to create a memorable event for 
our seniors. We are truly blessed to have 
this opportunity of a seva. LPS has provid-
ed us with this platform for our seniors, for 
whom we are greatly thankful.” Lina Patel, 
Cincinnati, Ohio Gaams: Chikhli and Tim-
erva.

 “Journey of togetherness, with our 
seniors. They danced, they laughed, and 
connected with their peers. It was like a big 
family traveling together.” Asha Patel, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio Gaam: Devadh
“It was amazing to see many seniors of 

LPS really come together and enjoy them-
selves. Truly an enlightening experience for 
everyone that came and enjoyed the event.” 
Alex Patel, Birmingham, Alabama

“I’m so grateful for the opportunity I 
had to volunteer for the LPS senior citizen 
cruise and even more thankful I got a chance 
to spend quality time with my parents and 
so many other amazing kakas, kakis, ma-
mas and mamis. Seeing all the seniors so 
grateful and happy made the experience so 
extraordinary and fulfilling. I hope to do it 
again soon.” Mina Patel, Atlanta, Georgia
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Youth

Youth Event Focused on Fun, Culture and Heritage

LPS of USA Recognizes Convention Sponsors

LPS of USA held its 2018 Youth Event 
on June 8 and 9 in Charlotte, North Car-
olina.

The event consisted of ice breaker 
activities, speakers on the importance 
of getting and staying involved in the 
local community and on culture and 
heritage. 

The youth also had a private tour of 
the Carolina Panthers Football Stadium 
and participated in a very engaging pan-
el discussion on generational gaps. 

All of the youth in attendance en-
joyed themselves, appreciated the com-
mittee’s effort and certainly were able 
to take one positive thing back home 
with them. 

Thank you to each and everyone one 
of our youth that attended and partici-
pated in our event. 

Thank you to the entire youth com-
mittee for working diligently and being 
instrumental in putting the event to-
gether. 

We are looking forward to seeing 
all of our youth in Little Rock, AR from 
July 27-28 for our 2018 LPS of USA An-

nual Convention, as our youth committee 
is hard at work in putting the youth activ-
ities together. 

If there are any questions, comments, 
suggestions or concerns, please email us at 
youth@lpsofusa.com.

Grand Sponsors Platinum Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors
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Senior Citizens

Many members of LPS of USA 
volunteered their time to make 

sure seniors enjoyed their cruise.

Asha Patel, a lifetime member of LPS of USA, volunteered 
her time to lead seniors in chair yoga and meditation.w

Jody and Pravin Patel of Chattanooga, Tennessee. 
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Senior Citizens

ACME METAL BED BASE
Patent-Pending, Heavy-Duty Steel

Available In All Sizes

SALES@ACMEMETALPRODUCTS.COM | WWW.ACMEMETALPRODUCTS.COM 
1784 Salisbury Hwy.   |  Statesville, NC 28677  |  704.873.3731

 Call for LPS of USA 
member special pricing. 

See what Jay "Jimmy" 
Patel says about Acme 

Bed Bases at Acme 
Metal Products of 

North Carolina.

metal products
acmeacme

QUALITY PRODUCTS            SUPERIOR SERVICE

Getting Old, Getting Sick and 
Dying – Lessons Learned

IN THE past few years we have 
unfortunately experienced sick-
ness and death of several elders 

in our family. Having had time to re-
flect on this, I would like to share my 
personal thoughts with our Leuva 
community.

One of the things that struck 
me, looking back, is that we are all 
so busy looking after our business-
es and jobs and raising our children 
we tend to overlook the needs of the 
elders in our family. We leave them 
alone and attend to our business or 
job or children first and neglect our 
elders, oftentimes leaving them to 
take care of themselves. Further, 
even after coming home we all are busy on 
the phone with texting and Facebook, etc., 
while the elders are left alone in their bed-
room to watch their Indian shows. This is 
unfortunate and shameful.

Many of us have come to America from 
elsewhere, including Africa, England and 
India, where our parents had a great social 
life and were extraordinarily independent. 
Then, with good intentions in mind, we 
bring them to America thinking they will 
be more comfortable only to realize that 
while the house might be bigger, they feel 
trapped because they don’t have as vibrant 
social life as they did back in England, for 
example.

Time passes, and as they get older and 
sicker we take them to different doctors 
weekly. We schedule their appointments at 
our own convenience, not theirs. Further, 
once they are bedridden, we do everything 
possible to make them comfortable and 
give them whatever they want. We would 
drive across the country to get them what-
ever they want to eat and drink. In my view, 
this is “too little too late.”  We are all prob-
ably guilty of this to some degree. Once 
they pass on we make their favorite foods 
for a week and every anniversary thereaf-
ter when they are no longer here to enjoy 
it. Why aren’t we doing that while they are 
still alive and well? 

This brings me to a wonderful story a 
friend told me recently: A couple is going 

out to dinner with their 7-year-old son. On 
the way out, the parents ask the daughter-
in-law, “Beta, what will we eat for dinner if 
you are going out?” The daughter-in-law re-
plies, “Baa, you know how 
to use the stove; make 
whatever you want.” The 
mother replies, “Beta, 
the stove is new, and I 
don’t know how to use it.” 
Hearing this, the son in-
terrupts them: “Baa, you 
and Bapuji can walk to the 
mandir as they have pras-
ad in the evening,” and 
the young couple leaves 
with their son. In the 
car, the little boy says to 
his parents, “Mom, Dad 
when I grow up I want to 
buy a house near a man-
dir.”  His parents are con-
fused and ask their son, 
“Why?” The son replies, 
“So it will be easy for you 
and Mom to walk there 
for dinner.” Innocently, 
the young boy has put 
his parents to shame. Re-
member, children learn 
from their parents. As 
the saying goes, you reap 
what you sow. 

If you are still lucky to 
have your parents, grand-

parents and/or other older loved 
ones in your life, please remember 
to look after them and spend time 
with them. That text message, 
Facebook update and phone call 
can wait. Spend time with your 
loved ones before it’s too late.

With the hustle and bustle of 
life it is easy to forget about and 
neglect the elders in our life. I hope 
this letter is a wake-up call to all of 
us to not take our older loved ones 
for granted.

This letter is dedicated to all the 
elders in our life, those still with us 
and those who have passed on.

Jai shree Krishna,
Jitendra Makanji
jmakanji@gmail.com
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Volunteer Appreciation

5 Years 
Warranty 

Easy 
Financing  

5000+ HOTELS-MOTELS WORLD-WIDE TRUST

MATRIX HOTEL PHONE SYSTEM
FOR EFFICIENT FUNCTIONING

Call: 1-(800)-283-0539
Fax: (888) 717-7472
sales@matrixhotelpbx.com
www.matrixhotelpbx.com

 Use Mobile Phone as a Wireless Desk Phone

 Personalized Guest Services

 Auto Attendance

 Music on Hold

 Call Accounting

 PMS Support 

Volunteer Appreciation

LPS of USA hosted Volunteer Appreciation Party for all who helped with a 
successful 2017 convention in Atlanta, Georgia.
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President’s Letter

જય શ્ીકૃષ્ણ
અમેરિકાના એલપીએસના તમાિા પ્રમુખ તિીકે સેવા આપવી એ માિા માટે ખૂબ જ મોટું સનમાન છે. એ તક માટે હું તમાિા બધાનો આભાિી છું કાિણ કે 

તમે હું અને માિા જેવા અનેક લોકોને આ સમાજમાં એક સ્ાન આપ્ું અ્વા તો આખો સમાજ આપ્ો, આપણા સમાજ, આપણી સંસકકૃતત અને વાિસાનો તવકાસ 
કિવાની તક આપી છે. 

માિા કા્્યકાળ દિતમ્ાન, અમેરિકાના એલપીએસની લીડિશીપ અને બોડ્ય દ્ાિા કેટલીક પહેલ કિાઈ અને મોટા કા્્યક્રમો ત્ા ટાઉનહોલ દિતમ્ાન જાગૃતત 
લાવવા માટે તેને અગ્રતા આપવામાં આવી. જેમાં મેં  ભાિતના લગ્નપ્રસંગોનો ખર્ચો ઘટાડવાની પહેલ કિી હતી. લગ્નો તો સવગ્યમાં િર્ાઈને આવે છે પણ તેની રકંમત 
અહીં ધિતી પિ ર્ૂકવવી પડે છે. શૂટ, સાડી, ઘિેણાં, ભેટ-સોગાદો, ડેકોિેશન, મીઠાઈ, જમણવાિ વગેિે માટે ટૂંકાગાળામાં મોટો ખર્ચો ્ઈ જતો હો્ છે. આપણે ખાસ 
કિીને એવું ધ્ાનમાં િાખવું જોઈએ કે ભવ્ તવશાળ લગ્નની સા્ે મોંઘીદાટ ભેટ-સોગાદો તેમજ ત્રણ્ી ર્ાિ રદવસની ઉજવણી એ કુટુંબની બંને બાજુએ આત્્યક 
અને માનતસક િીતે એક પ્રકાિનો તણાવ અને બોજ છે. 

તેના બદલે, અમે લગ્નના ભાિે ખર્્યની બર્ત કિીને અમાિા બાળકોને મદદ કિવાનું તવર્ાિીએ છીએ જે્ી તેઓ પૈસાના બર્ાવ સા્ે તેમના જીવનનો બીજો 
અધ્ા્ શરૂ કિી શકે. ધ્ાનમાં લેવાના કેટલાક સૂર્નો જેવા કે મહેમાનોની ્ાદી ઘટાડવી. સમાિોહના રદવસોની સંખ્ા ઘટાડવી, મહેમાનો પોતાના રૂમ માટે 
ર્ૂકવણી કિે, ભેટ બંધ કિવી અને કોઇ પણ જાતના દબાણમાં આવવુું નહીં. ખર્ા્યળ લગ્ન માટેની જવાબદાિી વાસતવમાં જરૂિી ન્ી. વધુમાં, આ વર્ષે, અમાિા બોડ્ય 
સા્ે, અમાિી પાસે એક સફળ વર્્ય િહ્ં, જેમ કે તસતન્િ ક્રરૂઝ, તવમેનસ પુંનટા કાના િીટ્ીટ, ્ુવા સતમટ અને દેશભિમાં અનેક ટાઉન હોલ મીરટંગસ જેવી ઘણા સફળ 
કા્્યક્રમ પિ કામ ક્ુું. જ્ાં અમે અનેક નવા આજીવન સભ્ો બનાવ્ા અને સૌ્ી મહત્વની, સા્બિવેબ કંપની તિફ્ી પાંર્ વર્્ય મદદ માટે પ્રતતબદ્ધતા સા્ે એક 
મહાન સપોનસિતશપ સુિતષિત કિવા સષિમ હતા કાિણ કે તેઓએ ટાઉનહોલ દિતમ્ાન અમેરિકાના એલપીએસ સમુદા્ના મૂલ્ો અને ભલાઈ પિ ધ્ાન દો્ુું હતું.  

અમે 27 અને 28 જુલાઈએ આકા્યનસાસમાં તલટલ િોક ખાતે સટેટહાઉસ કનવેનશન સેનટિમાં અમેરિકાના એલપીએસના આપણા એન્ુઅલ કનવેનશનમાં તમામને 
ઉતસાહપૂવ્યક આમંત્રીત કિીએ છીએ. લીટલ િોક મેરિ્ોટ હોટલમાં િહેવાની સગવડ િાખવામાં આવી છે. આકા્યનસાસમાં સ્ાતનક સમુદા્ કિીને મનોિંજન, જનિલ 
સેશન, ્ુવાઓ, મતહલાઓ અને તસતન્િ તસરટઝન પ્રોગ્રામ ત્ા એક સવારદષ્ટ ભોજનના મેનુ સા્ેની પ્રવૃતતિઓ દ્ાિા આ પ્રસંગને અતુલ્ બનાવવા માટે ભાિે 
જહેમત કિે છે.  

તદુપિાંત, આ વર્ષે આપણે ગાલા નાઈટ માટે ્ુવાનો અને પુખત વ્ના લોકો એક જ સ્ળે િહીશું. ્ુવાનો અને પુખત વ્ના લોકોને આપણા વાિસા અને 
સંસકકૃતતની ઉજવણી કિવા માટે એક સ્ળે િાખવાનો પ્ર્તન કિીશું. જનિેશન ગેપને દૂિ કિવા માટેનું અમારં અા લક્્ છે.

કનવેનશન માટે િજીસટિ કિવા માટે www.lpsofusa.com આ વેબસાઈટની મુલાકાત લો, િજીસટ્ેશન બાદ તમે એક તલંક મેળવશો જેમાં તમે તલટલ 
િોક મેરિ્ોટમાં સપેતશ્લ એલપીએસ ગ્રૂપ િેટમાં તમાિી રિઝવષેશન બુક કિાવી શકશો. 

અમાિા માટે સમ્ અને સવ્ંસેવકતા આપણા સંગઠનની સુધાિણા માટે મદદ કિવાના પ્ર્ત્ો પિ અમને ગૌિવ છે.
અમાિી સા્ે જોડાઓ

“ચાલો એક અદભૂત કાલ માટે એક ઉજવ્ણી કરીએ”
દિપકપટેલ(ગામ-કંટાળી)
પ્રમુખ
લેઉવાપાટીિારસમાજઓફયુએસએ2017-2018

પ્રમુખશ્ી નો પત્ર
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અમેરિકાના લેઉવા પાટીદાિ સમાજ વતી અમે 
આપને આપણા એન્ુઅલ કનવેનશનમાં 

ભાગ લેવા માટે આમંત્રીત કિીએ છીએ.જે 27્ી 
28 જુલાઈ 2018 દિતમ્ાન સટેટહાઉસ કનવેનશન 
સેનટિ, 101 ઈ- મિખમ સટ્ીટ, તલટલ િોક ખાતે 
આ્ોતજત કિવામાં આવ્ું છે.

આ વર્્યની ઈવેનટમાં ખૂબ જ મોટી વેિા્ટી 
ધિાવતા પ્રોગ્રામસમાં તમામ ઉંમિના લોકોના ગૃપને 
સાંકળી લેવામાં આવશે. જેમાં ખાસ કિીને નાના 
બાળકો, બાળકો, ્ુવાનો, મતહલાઓ અને આપણા 
વૃદ્ઘ વરડલજનોનો સમાવેશ ્ા્ છે.

તવર્્ની િજુઆત પ્રમાણે જોઈએ તો, 
કનવેનશનનું ફોકસ ર્ાલો આવતીકાલને અદભૂત 
બનાવવા માટે એક સા્ે ર્ાલીએ, કાિણ કે 
દુતન્ાનું એક માત્ર સૌ્ી મોટું સામાતજક સંગઠન 
તેની સંસકકૃતતની ઉજવણી કિી િહ્ં છે. તે ઉપિાંત 
લેઉઆ કલર્િને પ્રોતસાતહત કિવા ત્ા તેને જાળવી 
િાખવાનો શ્ેષ્ઠ પ્ર્ાસ કિે છે. અમે અમાિા 
્ુવાનોની નમ્રતાપૂવ્યક ભાગીદાિી ઈચછીએ છીએ. 

આ પ્રકાિની ઈવેનટો દ્ાિા અને પ્રેમ, સેવા, 
શુદ્ધતા, અનુશાસન અને સમપ્યણની માનવતાની 
સંસકકૃતતના માધ્મ્ી જીવનના વધુ સાિા પ્ર્ાસોનો 
પ્રેરિત કિવા માટે અગાઉ્ી જ કિવામાં આવેલા 
પ્ર્ાસોને ફિી સતક્ર્ કિવાનો પ્ર્ત્ કિીએ છીએ. 
અમાર માનવું છે કે પરિવાિો સામાતજક મંર્ પિ 
એક ્ા્. તે ઉપિાંત સામાતજકિણ અને ર્ર્ા્યઓ 
પણ વધુ સાિો પ્ર્ાસ છે.

અ્ાગ મહેનત અને સ્ાતનક ત્ા િાષ્ટી્ 
સવ્ંસેવકોના સમપ્યણની સા્ે અમે આપના 
અનુભવને ્ાદગાિ બનાવવા માટે તતપિ છીએ. 
અમે આપને ખૂબ સાર મનોિંજન, ભોજન, સંસકકૃતત 
અને તવિાસતનો અનુભવ કિાવવા માટે ખૂબજ 
ઉતસાતહત છીએ. જે કોઈપણ માટે બીજો નહીં હો્. 
અમે તવનમ્રતાપૂવ્યક સમગ્ર અમેરિકામાં લેઉઆ 
સદસ્ોના સમ્્યન માટે અનુિોધ કિી િહાં છીએ. 
જે્ી તેઓ પોતાના પરિવાિો અને દોસતોને આપણા 
જીવનની આ િોમાંર્ક ઈવેનટમાં ભાગ લેવા માટે 
પ્રોતસાતહત કિી શકે. 

તમાિી અનુકરૂળતા માટે, સભ્પદ એપપલકેશન 
અને સંમેલન િજીસટ્ેશન ફોમસ્ય અહીં આ સા્ે 
જોડા્ેલ છે. તદુપિાંત, જો તમે જાણતા હોવ તેવા 
કોઇને જે તકો પ્રા્ોજીત કિવામાં િસ ધિાવે છે, 
તો કકૃપા કિીને ફલા્િમાંની માતહતી જુઓ અ્વા 
બોડ્યના કોઈપણ સભ્ોનો સંપક્ક કિો.

અમે ઉતસાતહત છીએ અને આપણા સમાજની 
સૌ્ી મોટી ઈવેનટ માટે તમાિી આવશ્કતા છે. 
અમે તમને અને તમાિા પરિવાિનું આકા્યનસાસ 

ખાતેના લીટિ િોકમાં સવાગત કિવા માટે ખૂબજ 
ઉતસુક છીએ. 27્ી 28 જુલાઈ 2018 સુધી 
ર્ાલનાિી આ ઈવેનટને તમે ર્ુકી ના જાઓ એનું 
ખાસ ધ્ાન િાખશો. અમે આશા િાખીએ કે તમે 
ત્ાં ઉપપસ્ત િહો. 

તમાિો આજ્ારકંત
રદપક પટેલ ( કંતાલી/ સાવન્ાહ) પ્રમુખ
Email:royalinn@gmail.com 
મહેનદ્ર પટેલ (Ruva/S Padre Is, TX) વાઈસ 
પ્રેતસડેનટ, કનવેતન્ન ર્ેિ
Email:mikowaves@aol.com

સૌ સભયોને જય શ્ી કૃષ્ણ

THE NATION’S 
GO-TO-GUY 

FOR LOSS RECOVERY
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યાદગાર બનેલ
  સસ સનયર  સસટીઝન ક્રુઝ

એલપીએસ ઓફ ્ુએસએના 200્ી વધુ 
સભ્ો એતપ્રલમાં તસતન્િ તસરટઝન 

કકૃઝ અંતગ્યત કાતન્યવલ કકૃઝ તશપની સવાિીમાં 
સહભાગી ્્ાં હતાં. સહભાગીઓને અહીં 
ખુબ જ આનંદની લાગણીનો અનુભવ ્્ો 
હતો. તેઓ હવે એવી આશા િાખી િહાં છે 
કે એલપીએસ ઓફ ્ુએસએ ફિીવાિ આ 
કકૃઝનો પલાન બનાવશે.

ફલોરિડાના ટમપા ખાિે પાંર્ રદવસની 
ઈવેનટ દિતમ્ાન એલપીએસ ઓફ 
્ુએસએના સભ્ો જેમણે તસતન્િ તસરટઝન 
કકૃઝમાં સવ્ંસેવક તિીકે સેવા પુિી પાડી હતી. 
તેમનો અનુભવ અહીં િજુ ક્ચો છે. અમાિા 
સવ્ંસેવકોની ટીમ અને અમાિા તસતન્સ્યને 
્ાદગાિ ઈવેનટનું આ્ોજન કિવા બદલ 
હૃદ્્ી આભાિ માનું છું. અમે ઘણા તમત્રો 
સા્ે સંપક્કમાં આવ્ાં છીએ જેઓ 40્ી વધુ 
વર્્ય પછી મળ્ાં છે. સંજય પટેલ, ડલ્ાસ, 
ટેકસાસ, ગામઃ ભાસમયા.

આપણા તસતન્િો માટે સવ્ંસેવકોએ 
િાત રદવસ એક કિીને ઈવેનટને ્ાદગાિ 
બનાવવા અ્ાગ પ્ર્ત્ો ક્ાું છે. 
એલપીએસ દ્ાિા આપણા તસતન્િો માટે 
આ એક પલેટફોમ્ય પુર પાડવામાં આવ્ું 
તેમના માટે અમે આભાિ માનીએ છીએ. 
લીના પટેલ સસનસસનાટી, ઓહાયો. ગામઃ 
ચીખલી અને સતમેરવા.

આપણા તસતન્િો સા્ેની જનની ઓફ 
ટુગેધિનેસ, તેઓ મન ભિીને નાચ્ાં, હસ્ાં 
અને સા્ીઓ સા્ે સંપક્કમાં આવ્ાં. તે 
એક મોટા પરિવાિની જેમ ટ્ાવેતલંગ કિે છે. 
આશા પટેલ, સસનસસનાટી ઓહાયો, ગામઃ 
દેવધ

એલપીએસના તસતન્સ્ય એક સા્ે 
ખુબજ આનંદ માણી િહાં છે એ એક 
અદભૂત ઘટના છે. ઈવેનટમાં આવેલા આનંદ 
માણતા દિેક વ્તતિ માટે આ એક ્ાદગાિ 
અનુભવ છે.  એલેકસ પટેલ બસમિંગહામ, 
અલાબામા

મન ેએલપીએસ તસતન્િ તસરટઝન કકૃઝમાં 
સવ્સંવેક તિીકે જોડાવાની તક મળી  ત્ા 
તનેા્ી  વધ ુમન ેમાિા માતાતપતા ત્ા અન્ 
કાકા કાકી, મામા મામી સા્ે સમ્ ગાળવાનો 
મોકો મળ્ો તે માટે હુ ંખબૂ જ આભાિી છંુ. 
તમામ તસતન્સ્ય સા્ે િહેવાનો એક અદભતૂ 
આનદં અન ેતક મળી તે માટે પણ આભાિી છુ.ં 
મન ેએવી આશા છે કે આવી ઈવનેટ ફિીવાિ 
્ોજા્. 
- મીના પટેલ, એટલાનટા, જયોસજજિયા.
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વૃદ્ાવસ્ા, માંદગી અને મૃતયુના પદા્જિ પાઠ
છેલ્ા કેટલાક વર્ચોમાં અમે 

દુભા્યગ્ે અમાિા પરિવાિમાં 
ઘણા વડીલોની માંદગી અને 
મૃત્ુનો અનુભવ ક્ચો છે.આના 
પિ તવર્ાિ કિવા માટે સમ્ 
હતો, હું માિા લેઉવા સમાજ સા્ે 
માિા વ્તતિગત તવર્ાિો વહેંર્વા 
માંગુ છું. 

એક તવર્ાિ મને ખૂબ જ 
હેિાન કિે છે, તેમાં્ી એક એ 
છે કે આપણે આપણા કાિોબાિ 
અને નોકિીઓની તર્ંતામાં ત્ા 
બાળકોની સાિસંભાળ િાખવામાં 
ખૂબજ વ્સત છીએ, તેમજ 
આપણે આપણા પરિવાિમાં 
વૃદ્ધોની જરરિ્ાતોને નજિઅંદાજ 
કિી િહાં છીએ. આપણે તેમને 
એકલા છોડી દઈએ છીએ, અને 
સૌ્ી પહેલા તબઝનેસ, નોકિીઓ 
અને બાળકોની બાબતોમાં ધ્ાન 
આપીએ છીએ ત્ા પરિવાિના 
બુઝુગચોની ઉપેષિા કિીએ છીએ. 
કેટલીક વાિ તેમને ખુદનો ખ્ાલ િાખવા માટે 
એકલા છોડી દઈએ છીએ. એ તસવા્ ઘિે પહોંચ્ા 
બાદ પણ ફોન અને ફેસબુક પિ વ્સત િહીએ 
છીએ. જ્ાિે આપણા ભાિતી્ શો જોવા માટે 
ઘિના વડીલ બુઝુગચોને તેમના રમમાં એકલા છોડી 
દઈએ છીએ. આ દુભા્યગ્પૂણ્ય અને શિમજનક છે.

આપણામાં્ી અનેક લોકો અમેરિકામાં 
આતરિકા, ઈંગલેનડ અને ભાિત્ી આવ્ાં છે. જ્ાં 
આપણા મા બાપ પાસે એક મહાન સામાતજક 
જીવન હતું અને તેઓ સવતંત્ર હતાં. પછી મનમાં 
સાિા ઈિાદાઓ સા્ે આપણે તેમને અમેરિકામાં 
લાવીને તવર્ાિીએ છીએ કે તેઓ મહેસૂસ કિવા 
માટે વધુ આિામદા્ક હશે કાિણ કે ઘિ મોટું હોઈ 
શકે છે. ત્ાિે તેઓ ફસાઈ જા્ છે કાિણ કે તેમની 
પાસે જીવંત સામાતજક જીવન ન્ી હોતું, જેવું તેમણે 
ઈંગલેનડમાં ક્ુું હતું, એક ઉદાહિણ તિીકે. 

સમ્ તવતતો જા્ છે, તેમની ઉંમિ વધતી 
જા્ છે અને તબમાિી પણ આવે છે ત્ાિે આપણે 
સપ્ાહમાં તવતવધ ડોકટિો પાસે તેમને લઈ જઈએ 
છીએ. આપણે આપણી તન્ુતતિઓને પોતાની 
સુતવધા પિ શેડ્ુલ કિીએ છીએ નહીં કે તેમની. 

હવે તેઓ પ્ાિીવશ ્ઈ ગ્ાં છે, અમે 
આિામદા્ક અનુભવ ્ા્ અને શાંતત્ી જીવન 
જીવી શકે તે માટે કંઈ પણ કિવા તૈ્ાિ છીએ અને 
તેમને જે જોઈએ તે આપવા માટે શક્ એટલું બધું 

જ કિીએ છીએ. તેમજ જે ખાવાની ઈચછા હો્ તે 
તેમને આપવા માટે અમે આખા દેશમાં ફિીને ગમે 
ત્ાં્ી લાવીને તેમને આપીશું.માિી દ્રપષ્ટએ હવે બહુ 
સમ્ વીતી ગ્ો છે. આપણે બધા આ બાબતમાં 
અનેક હદ સુધી દોતર્ત છીએ. એકવાિ તેઓ પસાિ 
્ા્ તે પછી અમે તેનો મનપસંદ ખોિાક એક 
અઠવારડ્ા માટે અને ત્ાિબાદ દિેક વર્્યગાંઠની 
ઉજવણી કિીએ છીએ, જ્ાિે તે અહીં આનંદ લેવા 
માટે ન્ી િહેતાં. જ્ાિે તેઓ જીવીત છે ત્ાિે 
આપણે શા માટે આ બધુ ન્ી કિતાં. 

 માિા તમત્રએ તાજેતિમા સંભળાવેલી એક 
વાતા્ય તિફ આ બાબત દોિી જા્ છેઃ એક કપલ 
તેમના સાત વર્્યના છોકિા સા્ે ડીનિ પિ જા્ છે. 
ત્ાિે માતાતપતા તેમની વહુને પૂછે છે કે બેટા તમે 
લોકો બહાિ જાઓ છો તો અમે શું ખાઈશું? ત્ાિે 
વહુ જવાબમાં કહે છે કે બા તમે સટવ કેવી િીતે 
ર્ાલુ કિવો તે જાણો છો. તમાિે જે બનાવવું હો્ 
તે બનાવીને જમી લેજો. માતા વહુને કહે છે કે બેટા 
સટવ નવો છે અને મને તે શરૂ કિતાં ન્ી આવડતો. 
આ ર્ર્ા્ય સાંભળીને પેલો નાનો સાત વર્્યનો છોકિો 
વચ્ે તવષિેપ કિતાં કહે છે કે બા તમે અને બાપુજી 
મંરદિમાં જજો ત્ાં સાંજે પ્રસાદ મળે છે. અહીં આ 
કપલ પોતાના સાત વર્્યના છોકિાને લઈને જતું િહે 
છે. કાિમાં પેલો નાનો છોકિો તેના માતાતપતાને 
કહે છે, મમમી, પપપા જ્ાિે હું મોટો ્ાઉ ત્ાિે 
માિે મંરદિ પાસે એક ઘિ ખિીદવું છે. છોકિાની 

આ વાત સાંભળીને તેના માતાતપતા અર્ંભામાં પડી 
જા્ છે અને તેને પૂછે છે શામાટે? છોકિો જવાબમાં 
કહે છે કે રડનિ માટે તમાિે વધુ દુિ નહીં જવું પડે 
કાિણ કે મંરદિ નજીક છે. તનદચોર્તા્ી પેલા નાના 
છોકિાએ તેના માતાતપતાને શિમમાં મુકી દીધાં, 
અહીં નોધવા જેવી બાબત એ છે કે બાળકો પણ 
તેમના માતાતપતામાં્ી જ શીખે છે.  

જો તમે હજી પણ ભાગ્શાળી છો તો તમે 
તમાિા માતાતપતા, દાદા દાદી, ત્ા અન્ વૃદ્ધ 
પરિવાિજનોની સાિસંભાળ િાખવા ત્ા તેમની 
સા્ે સમ્ તવતાવવાનું ્ાદ િાખો. પેલા ટેકસ 
મેસેજ, ફેસબુક અપડેટ, અને ફોન કોલસ િાહ 
જોઈ શકશે, વધાિે મોડુ ્ા્ તે પહેલા તમાિા વૃદ્ધ 
પરિવાિજનો સા્ે સમ્ તવતાવો. 

જીવનની અનેક પ્રકાિની હલર્લમાં વૃદ્ધ 
વરડલોની ઉપેષિા કિવી અને ભુલી જવું સિળ છે. હું 
આશા  િાખું છું કે આ માિો પત્ર આપણા સૌના માટે 
વરડલોનું ધ્ાન િાખવા અને તેમની સંભાળ લેવા 
માટેનો એક વેક અપ કોલ છે. આ પત્ર આપણા 
જીવનમાં િહેલા એ તમામ બુઝુગ્ય વરડલજનોને 
સમતપ્યત છે. જેઓ આપણી સા્ે છે અને જે લોકો 
સવગ્યસ્ છે. 
જ્ શ્ીકકૃષણ

જજતેન્દ્રમકનજી
jmakanji@gmail.com

Senior Citizens





 

Preferred Payment Partner of

SIMPLE | CLEAR | PAYMENTS

Are you EMV Compliant?
Free EMV Terminal when you switch to FortisPay!

Our dedicated team of experts save you time & money. 
Experience the smarter way to accept payments!

(855) 465-9999          hotels@fortispay.com

24-7 Client-Chat Support is the 
foundation of our White Glove Service

Chargeback liability shift off of you 
and onto card holder's bank

Take Advantage of an entire 
Chargeback Mitigation Department 
�ghting fraud on your behalf

Tokenized transactions to protect 
hotels and patrons from credit card 
fraud and terminal theft

FREE Integrated System to Accept EMV Chip Cards

No mid-quali�ed or non-quali�ed fees

Redeem your new free chip
card terminal when you 

get started in

2018!
 *Promotion only applies to New Accounts
 that are submitted prior to 12/31/2018.

Pax s300
$499.99

FREE

Preferred Partner LPS Rates


